Library life and qualification requirements in public libraries in Norway

Jorun Systad –
Why I am a librarian
How to become a educated librarian in Norway?

**Oslo Metropolitan University, Department of Journalism, Library and Information Sciences:**
Library and information science:
3-year bachelor's degree + 2 years for a master's degree and it is also possible to continue with a PhD degree.

**University of Tromsø:**
Documentation science:
3-year bachelor's degree + 2 years for a master's degree and it is also possible to continue with a PhD degree.

**Agder University:**
1-year School librarian education

Other library-oriented subjects are also offered at other universities.
«A job advertisement for the new teen library, (Oslo 2014) asking for DIY-inventors, cooks and artists makes no mention of the title of librarian. «

IFLA – Libraries for Children and Young Adults Section

All children and young adults deserve library services of top quality!
The Section works on meeting their needs in the best professional ways.
Sommarles – reading as a competition
How has your role changed since the pandemic?
Thank you!!

Contact:

jorun.systad@sunnfjord.kommune.no